Lemma 1. Let Fbea division ring with a valuation of rank one, and B its valuation ring. Let a be any nonzero element in F, and K a compact subset of F. Then there exists a (non-commutative) polynomial f with coefficients in F, without a constant term, and satisfying f(a) = l, f(K)CB.
Proof. Let P denote the maximal ideal in B, that is, the set of all elements x with V(x)>0, where V denotes the valuation. Let K' denote the subset of K with values less than V(a); K' will again be compact. For any c in K' there is a compact open subset of K' containing c and contained in c(l+P).
Take a finite covering of K' consisting of such neighborhoods: say Ui, •••,£/, with (7< contained in Ci(l-I-P). Suppose the c's numbered so that F(c,)^ V(ci+i). Now 1-c,-1£/< is a compact subset of P, and consequently the values of its elements have a positive lower bound a«. Choose integers w(l), • • • , n{r) in succession large enough so that
satisfies the requirements of the lemma.
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We shall restate [2, Theorem 32] in a slightly sharpened form.
Lemma 2. Let A be a topological ring with unit element and ideal neighborhoods of 0, let X be a totally disconnected locally compact Hausdorff space, and C the ring of all continuous functions from X to A vanishing at <*>. Topologize C by uniform convergence. Let D be a closed subring of C, containing for any distinct points x, y£X and any a, b £.<4, a function f with f(x) = a, f(y) = b. Then D=C.
Proof. Let U be a fixed ideal neighborhood of 0, 1(£U+U. Let As an immediate consequence of Lemmas 1 and 2, we have the following generalization of Dieudonne's theorem:
Theorem. Let F be a division ring with a valuation of rank one, X a totally disconnected locally compact Hausdorff space, C the ring of all continuous functions from X to F vanishing at ». Topologize C by uniform convergence. Let D be a closed subring of C, admitting left-multiplication by the constant functions, and containing for any two distinct points x, y(EX a function vanishing at x but not at y. Then D = C.
